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Why Us?
10 Great Reasons Why You Should Call Us
1. Fixed Fees

Agreed with you in advance so you know where you stand. No surprises. We review our fees
every year to make sure they reflect the work we do. This means we will reduce fees if it is the
right thing to do.
2. Guarantees

We provide 12 100% RISK FREE guarantees so that you get peace of mind when dealing with
us.
3. Unlimited Free Telephone Support

If you need help and we can provide it on the phone, it's FREE. There is no charge for routine
ad-hoc matters because we want to help you.
4. Free Meetings

Whenever you want to have a meeting, for your first 12 months as our client, they are always
provided FREE of charge at our office. You have the right to meetings whenever you want. If
any matters raised at a meeting require analysis or research we will agree fixed fees in
advance.
5. FREE Initial Tax Review

To identify all the tax planning opportunities you are not presently taking advantage of.
6. Reputation

We have a reputation built up over 30 years for providing high quality service.
7. Full Service Provider

Our team provide the full range of financial and tax services that a business needs. We don't
have to outsource any services. That means you save money and have your financial
confidentiality preserved. We can take care of it all.
8. A Flexible Accountant Who Speaks Plain English

We will work with you in the way that suits you - in person, on the phone or online. We want you
to feel comfortable to contact us whenever you need, for whatever you want and know you'll
get good sound understandable advice. We do not do jargon ever.
9. Satisfaction

With some accountants “you can’t get no satisfaction”! Our aim is 100% satisfaction. Please tell
us if you are not satisfied and we will do whatever we can to sort it out.
10. Attitude
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We will treat you the way we would want you to treat us if we were your clients. We will not be
boring and we will smile from time to time!

If you are looking to:

- change your accountant
- grow your business
- get an accountant for the first time

then you have come to the right firm.

Call Now
Why not call Seamus Parfrey today on 021 431 0266 to arrange a no obligation meeting and see
how we can help you.
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